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LOVEY INSTRUCTIONS 

For a video tutorial visit our youtube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVvPB6HLE-4 

For accurate results, it is very important to stitch the designs in the order in which the 

colorcharts specify. 

Materials Needed – 6x10 inch design  Fleece/minky/cotton     2 pieces    6x10 inches 

Materials Needed – 5x7 inch design  Fleece/minky/cotton     2 pieces   5x7 inches 

Materials Needed – 4x4 inch design  Fleece/minky/cotton     2 pieces 4x4 inches 

 

Also you need pieces of fabric for ears, antlers or applique on the face. 

 

1.For the placement color, choose a light color. This will stitch a running stitch placement 

line for your fabric. 

2. Cut a piece of fabric big enough to cover the placement area.  Spray lightly with a 

temporary spray adhesive. 

Place fabric gently over placement line....do NOT remove the hoop!!!! 

3) Stitch next color, the tack down.  This is an identical running stitch to the placement line 

and will stitch down your fabric. 

4) Stitch and cut applique fabrics if the designs has applique. 

5) Continue to stitch the remainder of your design, the eyes, mouth and other face parts. 

6) Add ears, antlers or other parts if the case. 

7) Place the back fabric face down and do the final stitch. 

8) Sew the head to the triangle body. 

Lovey Triangle Instructions 
 
Using a regular sewing machine. 
There are a few different ways of doing this step. It is up to you to decide the best way for you. You can 
make the triangle as big as you like and you can use a square as well and place the head in the centre. 
This is how we do it. 
Cut your back fabric square to the size you are making. 
Then cut in half along the diagonal to make a triangle. Repeat for your front fabric. 
As you can see in the video we find the middle of the longest part of the triangle and place the head there. 
Sew around and leave a little whole for turning. Turn it inside out and sew sut that whole. 
 
TIP- Do not steam iron dot minky as this will flatten the dots smooth forever. Dry iron only!! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVvPB6HLE-4


We hope you have enjoyed this tutorial. Please share your finished creations in our Facebook group 

Garden of designs machine embroidery to inspire us and your fellow embroider buddies to keep creating 

fun and exciting projects. 

 
From the Garden Team 
Enjoy!! 

 
 
 
 


